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Operation Rescue is one of the leading pro-life activist
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organizations in the nation. Abortion clinic numbers are on the
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decline and Operation Rescue can take credit for this decline.
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Operation Rescue made national news when they purchased an
abortion clinic in Wichita, KS, and then shut it down. In San Diego Shipping:
County, over 20 abortion mills have closed, partly due to Operation EMAIL: $50/F
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Rescue’s efforts. Operation Rescue works across the nation using
*A Rush Fee of $30/F may apply for
peaceful, legal means to uncover abortion clinic wrong-doing,
orders received less than 24 hours
exposes it to the public and brings offending abortionists to justice. due before delivery date.
Operation Rescue Donors are pro-family, traditional family voters
who are staunchly pro-life and believe wholeheartedly in stopping
the atrocity of abortion. They donate to groups that will fight for
the unborn and help curb abortion in our country. Many are
evangelical Christians and Catholics who believe what the Bible
says about life. “Before I formed you in the womb, I knew you,
before you were born I set you apart”. Test this list for any profamily, religious liberty or pro-life mailings as well as humanitarian
efforts.
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